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GO WITH TRADITION

BREAK WITH TRADITION

IMAGINE TRADITION

looking back to move forward SEASONLESS

break the 

rules and 

express 

unique style 

with our 

celebratory 

denim.

Denim as manifestation of Rebellion, 

Denim as a symbol of Resilience.

A fashion statement that lasts a lifetime.

Denim as a rebellious fusion of traditional 

and modern. Inspiring us to create 

fashion revolution, where tradition meets 

contemporary, and even futuristic in sensation.

Elevates the artistry of denim through a 

fusion of traditional and modern techniques, 

celebrating the rich history and stories that 

denim holds. It’s an ode to the bygone days, a 

tribute to the future. 





GO WITH TRADITION





INDIGO

GO WITH TRADITION

TOP

GO WITH TRADITION

BEIGE

GO WITH TRADITION

Crafted for versatility, this reversible jacket features welt pockets and matching 

rib detailing throughout. Elbow patches add a touch of character, making them 

the ultimate wardrobe essential.

3990CMR

Ramona Mars Blue GRS

High Energy

Soft hand feel

Mid-Dark Pure Indigo shade

Smart Indigo - our special technology substituting 

heavy chemicals with electrochemistry for signifi-

cantly reduced stress on land & water.

58% Cotton, 20% Second Life - PCW, 

20% Polyester, 

2% Elastane

2833-EEC

Agnes PFGD

Rigid

Light weight

Shirting Fabric

For garment dyeing

100% Cotton



N-PFGD-1752-AEC

Fury PFGD

Medium stretch 

white fabric for garment dyeing

99% Cotton, 

1% Elastane

BOTTOM

GO WITH TRADITION

Camel-colored chino pants, crafted from luxurious garment-dyed fabric for a 

timeless, effortlessly stylish look. The classic design and trendy fit make them 

versatile and comfortable.





8124-U-RF-W-ECO 

Mayers Mars Blue

Medium stretch 

Cotton Elastane 

Naturally authentic look and 

brighter in each wash shades

98% Cotton, 

2% Elastane

A medium-wash trucker jacket that stands out with its bold front pockets and cut and sew details. 

The darts on the front, back, and sleeves create a voluminous silhouette that is stylish and functional. 

Additionally, color blocking techniques are applied on the pockets and adjustable straps. 

Crop wide-leg jeans with five-pocket styling, chino pocket shape, and back square pocket feature 

symmetrical margins and geometric color blocking for a trendy look.

TOP & BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION



Women’s western-style button-down shirt features a light wash color and snap 

button details. Designed with a round hem and pockets, it adds a casual yet stylish 

touch to any outfit. 

Wide-legged pants with chino pockets that have a loose pleated design and dark 

stone enzyme wash for an authentic, vintage look.

8373-RF-W-ECO

Billy Mars Blue

Rigid authentic character

Clear twill lines

Conscious fiber blends

Strong & durable

Soft touch

Zero Waste Water Finishing

51% Cotton, 

49% TENCEL™

TOP & BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION







N-PFGD-2416A-EC

Anna PFGD

Cotton Lycra

PFGD fabric for garment dyeing

Heavy Weight

Clear Twill lines

99% Cotton, 

1% Elastane

This men’s balloon fit has a sleek slit pocket 

and meticulously crafted darts on the hemline. 

It is the perfect blend of modern flair with timeless class. 

The scribble print achieved using laser technology

 adds a fun element to the garment.

BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION 



TOP

GO WITH TRADITION

BOTTOM

GO WITH TRADITION

A vintage inspired pleated shirt 

featuring a 90s collar style and 

pleats on the sleeves adds volume and a 

touch of sophistication. The shirt is dyed 

in a chic color inspired by nature 

and finished with shank buttons.

Women’s regular skinny flare jeans 

feature bold geometric triangle loops 

that add a touch of edgy elegance to any 

outfit. The flap pocket in the back and 

the basic pockets in the front complete 

the classic look.

N-PFGD-4076-EC-BC

Cobain PFGD BC

Comfort stretch 

white fabric for garment dyeing

99% Better Cotton, 

1% Elastane

8373-A-RF-W-ECO

Royce Lovely Blue

Heavy weight rigid fabric witn authentic

 look and soft handle

Naturally soft and bright in wash downs 

Strong and durable

51% Cotton, 

49% TENCEL™







Genderless oversized hoodie, featuring a practical kangaroo pouch pocket. 

The medium wash is achieved through a waterless enzyme and bleaching process, 

while the intricate over-scribble dobby weave pattern, 

showing three different patterns, adds a trendy touch to this hoodie.

Genderless pajama pants, featuring trendy chino pockets and an eye-catching 

weave structure showing three different colors. The medium wash is achieved 

through a waterless enzyme and bleaching process; these pants are the perfect blend 

of fashion and comfort.

3621-E-GH-W

Gregory Mars Blue

A special dobby fabric with multiple 

weave designs

 Rigid

Soft touch

 Bright color on wash downs

100% Cotton

TOP & BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION



A timeless classic, these dungarees boast a bib pocket with cut and sew details. 

The vintage tint and stone wash give them a worn-out charm, 

while adjustable straps ensure a perfect fit every time.

8451A-RF-W-ECO

Orville Swedish Blue

Red cast blue shade 

Salt free dyeing

Authentic comfort stretch fabric

X-hatch denim

Zero Waste Water Finishing

98% Cotton, 

2% Elastane

OVERALL  |   GO WITH TRADITION







BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION

Rigid 

Authentic character

Deep, inky dark indigo color

DYEING INNOVATION

Smart Indigo - our special technology substituting heavy chemicals 

with electrochemistry for significantly reduced stress on land & water

8361-RF-ECO

Darren Herbal Blue

An authentic character rigid fabric

Amazing soft touch

Clear twills

Natural indigo dyed

Zero Waste Water Finishing

73% Cotton, 

27% TENCEL™



This black vintage stone-washed sherpa jacket features a front zipper 

and tilted patch pockets, providing both style and functionality. 

The sherpa adds warmth and texture, making it a perfect choice for chilly days. 

This slim-fit skirt features cut-and-sew details in the front and a slit at the back, adding a touch of 

sophistication to any outfit. The chino pockets add both style and practicality. Conventional stone 

wash is applied with a vintage tint to achieve this look.

N-RF-EC-7023A-SA

Tanzima Spike Black

A new laser friendly black color

Rigid 

Soft touch

Clear twills 

Authentic character

Zero Waste Water Dyeing

100% Cotton

TOP & BOTTOM  |   GO WITH TRADITION







TOP

GO WITH TRADITION

BOTTOM

GO WITH TRADITION

This retro-style trucker jacket with a tint 

and sleek pin-tech details on the front 

is the perfect mix of the old and the new. 

Whether dressed up or down, this stylish 

jacket is the perfect addition 

to any wardrobe, blending timeless 

charm with a modern edge.

Pleated slim straight chino pants, featuring 

exquisite belt details on the waistband and 

a timeless dark blue wash that effortlessly 

complements any outfit. The expertly crafted 

pleats offer a contemporary touch while 

maintaining a sleek and slim silhouette.

3293E-CRF-ECO

Godzillien Retro Blue

Rigid 

An authentic look 

Clear twill lines 

Soft touch

 X-hatch 

Cotton 100%

N-HW-H-V-BL-3998-JDP

Trisha Deep Blue

Cotton Free development. Brushed Back. 

Cozy comfortable feel. Medium stretch and very low 

growth. Smart Indigo - our special technology 

substituting heavy chemicals with electrochemistry 

for significantly reduced stress on land & water.

36% TENCEL™, 36% ECOVERO™, 

27% Polyester, 1% Elastane



break with tradition







BREAK WITH TRADITION

N-RF-ECO-7028D-EB-GRS 

Monza Eyes Blue

TOP & BOTTOM 

A green denim jacket exudes 

sophistication, blending the latest 

vogue-inspired trends with classic 

design elements. 

Versatile skort, featuring a convenient 

patch pocket and zipper detail 

for effortless style. Crafted with 

sustainability in mind, the water-free 

The dual flap pockets add subtle 

touches of elegance, while the unique 

green overdyeing process creates a 

striking wash.

enzyme treatment ensures minimal 

environmental impact without 

sacrificing style or functionality.

Soft touch

Clear twill lines

Zero Waste Water 

Finishing

Second Life - 

PCW fibers

Smart Indigo

Authentic character

Subtle slubs

New green cast 

indigo color         

Rigid

80% Cotton, 

20% Second Life - PCW



BREAK WITH TRADITION

BREAK WITH TRADITION

TOP 

BOTTOM 

Classic men’s straight-fit chino pants 

with convenient chino pockets for a 

timeless and functional look 

These pants were made with 

practicality in mind, with their premium 

look and feel.

Leather Coating 

Comfort

stretch

Unisex

Soft touch

Shine & glaze

70% Cotton, 29% Repreve® 

Polyester, 1% Elastane

K-6548-GRS  

Clyd Coated Black GRS

different colors adds a vintage touch to its 

practical yet stylish design. This hoodie has 

been treated with smart foam technology, 

which conserves both water and energy.

This oversized medium-wash hoodie 

exudes a free-spirited and avant-garde 

vibe with its loose fit and kangaroo 

pockets. The embroidery in three 

Rigid Authentic 

look with naps

Zero Waste Water 

Finishing

Soft touch

Clear twill lines

Conscious fiber 

blends

Natural hemp, 

TENCEL™and 

cotton

72% Cotton, 19% TENCEL™,

9% Hemp

8425C-RF-ECO

Giulia Blue-42







BREAK WITH TRADITION

Our dark-washed cropped high-neck jacket with an asymmetric 

placket, shank buttons, and a front flap pocket will take your denim 

game to the next level. The snap button closure at the neck ensures a 

secure fit, making it the perfect addition to any wardrobe. An enzyme 

wash is applied to give it a natural worn look.

Unleash your inner rebel 

with our biker jeans, 

featuring a sleek front 

seam, welt zipper pocket, 

and knee patches filled 

with unique quilting. The 

geometric triangle loops 

add a touch of boldness 

to this already daring 

design. To add futher 

depth, enzyme wash is 

applied to give effect on 

the seams.

High performance 

Low growth

Low shrinkage

Soft touch

Clear twill lines

8183E-FF-CF-SD201-W

Skinty Black OD Black

82% Cotton , 16% Polyester, 

2% Elastane

TOP & BOTTOM  |  Left outfit



BREAK WITH TRADITION

BREAK WITH TRADITION

Comfort stretch

Soft touch

Clear twill lines

PCW - Second Life Fibers

High performance

Lycra Free fit/shaping technology approved

Soft touch

Clear twill lines

New green cast indigo color

Smart Indigo

Authentic character

Subtle slubs

Smart Indigo

RESYNC: size and body inclusive

100% stretch fabric

New color with green cast

Elevate your denim game with our dark-washed cropped hi-neck jacket featuring an a-symmetric 

placket, shank button, and front flap pocket. The snap button neck closure ensures a secure fit, making 

it the perfect addition to any wardrobe.The conventional stone wash is used to give worn out look.

Unleash your inner rebel with our biker jeans, featuring a sleek front seam, edgy welt zipper pocket, and 

knee patches filled with unique quilting. The geometric triangle loops add a touch of boldness to this 

already daring design. To add further depth, acid wash is applied to give effect on the seams. 

79% Cotton, 20% Second 

Life - PCW, 1% Elastane

89% Cotton, 8% T-400®,

3% Elastane

N-RF-ECO-7028EB GREEN-GRS 

Prix Eyes Blue

N-HW-TORS-1739X-HT

Isabel Hunter Green

TOP  |  Right outfit

BOTTOM  |  Right outfit





BREAK WITH TRADITION

BREAK WITH TRADITION

Authentic character

Zero Waste Water 

Finishing

New laser friendly 

blue color

Quick wash

Comfort stretch 

Soft touch

Clear twills

99% Cotton, 

1% Elastane

8534A-RF-ECO

Lisa Exuma Blue

Women’s corset top featuring neon green shank button detail, inspired by the latest Coachella outfits 

and the resurgence of corsets in fashion. Perfect for adding a pop of color to any look.

The garment has undergone a traditional stone washing process.

Women’s corset top featuring neon green shank button detail, inspired by the latest Coachella outfits 

and the resurgence of corsets in fashion. Perfect for adding a pop of color to any look.

The garment has undergone a traditional stone washing process.

Laser friendly 

Black color

Quick wash

Rigid fabric

Soft touch

Clear twills

Authentic character

Zero Waste Water 

Dyeing

100% Cotton

N-RF-EC-7023A-SA 

Tanzima Spike Black

BLACK

BLUE







BREAK WITH TRADITION

A hybrid of classic and avant-garde, this garment defies convention with its unique 

construction. The snap-buttoned half skirt adds a touch of whimsy to the traditional 

straight-fit men’s shorts.

Dobby design with 

corduroy look

Stretch without 

stretch

PFGD

Light weight 

Comfort stretch

Amazing recovery 

65% Cotton, 

35% Eco CM-800

N-PFGD-3982C-EC

Wade PFGD

BOTTOM



BREAK WITH TRADITION

High stretch

Low growth

Low shrinkage

Soft hand feel

Clear twill lines

82% Cotton, 16% Polyester, 

2% Elastane

8183E-FF-CF-SD201-W

Skinty Black OD Black

These wide-leg utility pants feature a straight fit and a playful pink tie-dye on a black base using 

smart foam technology, making them a fashionable addition to any wardrobe. 

The contrasting colors add a fun and unique element to the design.

BOTTOM







BREAK WITH TRADITION

The women’s wide-leg jeans are a fashionable addition to any wardrobe, featuring classic 5-pocket 

details and a trendy bleach wash. The foil print adds a touch of glamour to the overall look.

BOTTOM

Medium stretch

Cotton elastane

Naturally authentic look

Brighter wash downs
98% Cotton, 

2% Elastane

8124-URF-ECO

Mayers Mars Blue



BREAK WITH TRADITION TOP & BOTTOM

Stylish and trendy women’s oversized faded purple shacket. This piece features two flap and welt pockets 

and center cut and sew details for a unique look. After the conventional stone washing, the garment is 

overdyed with a purple dye. Classic Denim Cargo pocket jeans, a stylish and functional choice It’s crafted 

with extra pockets on the sides that offer utility. The use of conventional stone wash adds a rugged and 

authentic look, while the purple overdyeing provides a unique style statement.

An authentic character rigid fabric

Dyed with natural indigo

Soft touch

Clear twills

Zero Waste Water Finishing

73% Cotton, 

27% TENCEL™

8361-RF-W-ECO

Darren Herbal Blue









IMAGINE TRADITION

Smart Indigo

Grey cast

Rigid

Authentic look

X-hatch

Slub character

Clear twill lines

Soft touch

Zero Waste Water Finishing

Second Life - PCW fibers

80% Cotton, 

20% Second Life - PCW

N-RF-ECO-3920AA-HH-GRS 

Calvin Heather Blue-GRS

TOP & BOTTOM

A versatile and utility-minded eco-

friendly men’s shirt, boasting multiple 

bellow pockets and snap buttons. It is 

washed with waterless enzymes that 

save water and energy and provide 

irresistible highs and lows that make it 

perfect for any occasion.

Sleek and sophisticated men’s straight-

fit jeans featuring a classic 5-pocket 

design, a worn-out medium wash 

using Smart Foam Technique, and just 

the right amount of tasteful distortion 

for an edgy touch elevate the look.







IMAGINE TRADITION TOP

The ultimate tech wear statement 

Quilted jacket with belting detail 

on the waist, a high collar, and 

side pockets. A rich, dark shade is 

achieved by using enzyme wash with 

smart foam technology. The quilting 

provides warmth and insulation, while 

the styling provides a cinch and a 

modern, flattering silhouette.

100% Soorty Organic Cotton

(SOCI)

C2B-OF-ECO-SOC 

Vortex Quantum Blue

A Cradle to Cradle Certified® Gold

fabric. Developed with Soorty’s own

grown organic cotton

Authentic character 

Rigid 

Soft touch

Clear twills

Quantum blue is salt free 

Laser friendly color

Zero Waste Water 

Dyeing and Finishing



IMAGINE TRADITION TOP & BOTTOM

8373A-RF-W-ECO

Gerald Mars Blue

51% Cotton, 

49% TENCEL™

A convertible jacket featuring flap 

and bellows pockets that can be 

transformed into a bag, this jacket is 

the ultimate travel companion that 

combines style and practicality.

Men’s Straight Fit Jeans, featuring 

classic five pocket details and a 

striking dark shade. The contrasted 

laser dry-process and stone enzyme 

wash create a unique and stylish look, 

while the expertly crafted distortion 

adds a touch of natural, worn-out 

sophistication.

High durability

Soft touch

Feels lighter

Clear twills

Zero Waste Water Finishing

Authentic looking rigid fabric 

with bright wash downs







IMAGINE TRADITION TOP & BOTTOM

Slight Red Cast blue shade

Salt free dyeing

Authentic comfort stretch fabric

X-hatch

Zero Waste Water Finishing

Bomber jacket with unique pocket 

detail on one sleeve, sleek zipper 

detailing on the front and sides, and 

contrasting rib detailing on the waist, 

cuffs, and collar. It’s been treated with 

low-impact enzymes for a medium 

wash. The two flap pockets on the 

front provide ample storage space.

Stone-washed denim bottoms for 

women, crafted using a stone enzyme 

process in the Tonello Core to create 

a unique two-tone effect. The double 

zipper details on the flare sides add a 

fashion statement and an 

edgy sophistication, while the 

contrasting zipper details

 tie the entire look together.

98% Cotton, 

2% Elastane

8451A-RF-W-ECO

Orville Swedish Blue



IMAGINE TRADITION

Ecru hoodie utility jacket, designed 

with both style and functionality in 

mind. Featuring multiple pockets 

for convenient storage and a 

drawcord to adjust the waist, the 

snap button closure on the pockets 

adds a touch of functionality to the 

jacket.

99% Cotton, 

1% Elastane

Medium stretch 

White fabric

Comfort Stretch 

For garment dyeing

Medium stretch 

White fabric

Rigid 

For garment dyeing

N-PFGD-N-1752-A-EC

Fury PFGD

Men’s basic five-pocket denim 

features an abstract wash inspired 

by tree trunks achieved through 

earthy tone pigment dye, giving 

it a used rustic and natural look. 

With its classic 5-pocket design, 

this denim is a versatile and 

timeless piece that will elevate any 

outfit.

100% Cotton 

N-PFGD-2833-DEC

Carve PFGD

TOP  |   IMAGINE TRADITION BOTTOM  |   IMAGINE TRADITION







IMAGINE TRADITION TOP & BOTTOM

8536FF-CF-W

Khaka Bottoming-99

98% Cotton,

2% Elastane

Super soft

Knit weave 

Dobby

Clear twills

Bright blue wash downs

Cotton Elastane

Women’s jacket featuring chic zipper 

detail and extra flaps for added flair. 

Washed with a stone enzyme process 

with Tonello Core technology. With 

two convenient welt pockets and 

elastic sleeves, this versatile jacket is 

perfect for any occasion.

Women’s basic straight pants feature 

classic details and are washed with a 

stone enzyme process in Tonello Core. 

The center crease is marked from the 

knee to the bottom hem.



IMAGINE TRADITION

Men’s quilted denim vest featuring 

a sleek dark shade, achieved by 

using enzyme wash with smart 

foam technology. The flap pocket 

detail with snap buttons and 

the twill tape add a touch of 

sophistication to the overall look.

85% Cotton, 

15% Second Life - PCW

Rigid 

Loose drapey 

X-hatch with rainy slub character

Black panther shade

A bluish bright grey cast color on wash downs

Second Life fibers - PCW

An innovatively crafted fabric

Gender inclusive 

Soft inside out 

Blue base and over dyed black

50046U-RF-W-ECO-RCS-15

Zorzi Black Panther RCS-15

Dark rinse-washed knitted pajama 

pants with cargo pockets, front 

seams, and adjustable bottoms, 

these pants offer style and comfort 

at the same time.

85% Cotton, 14% Polyester,  

1% Elastane

N-RHO-109-TOR-D-1206-AE-PG

Primus Pigeon Blue OD black

TOP  |   IMAGINE TRADITION BOTTOM  |   IMAGINE TRADITION







IMAGINE TRADITION

Essential knitted basic tank top, 

featuring sleek seam details for 

a touch of stylish sophistication. 

Perfect for active wear and street 

wear styling.

77% Cotton, 21% Polyester,  

2% Elastane

Super stretch fabric

Soft touch inside out

Clear twills

Knit weave dobby design

Deep blue color dyed with Smart Indigo - our 

special technology substituting heavy chemicals 

with electrochemistry for significantly reduced 

stress on land & water.

N-C25-TORS-1205AM-DP

Innovative cargo pants feature a 

detachable fanny pack for added 

convenience and versatility. The 

wash, inspired by brush strokes, 

gives these pants a unique and 

eye-catching aesthetic, while the 

utility pockets make them more 

functional.

An authentic character rigid fabric

Dyed with herbal indigo 

Super soft touch

Clear twills

Natural indigo dyed 

Zero Waste Water Finishing

73% Cotton, 

27% TENCEL™

8361-RF-ECO

Darren Herbal Blue

TOP  |   IMAGINE TRADITION BOTTOM  |   IMAGINE TRADITION



IMAGINE TRADITION BOTTOM

483-BG-PFGD  

Cammy

100% Cotton

Medium weight

Rigid 

White fabric for garment dyeing

This relaxed cargo pant is dyed in 

a unique green reactive dye. The 

chino pockets and large side pockets 

provide both comfort and functionality, 

while the neon thread adds aesthetic 

detail to the pant.





@futurepossibilities

future-possibilities.com
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soorty.com


